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About This Game

The Game

Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex

logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features

Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;

Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;

Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;

Many bizarre characters to interact with;

Emotional original soundtrack;

An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;
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A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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I have no idea what the f**k Freemaker Adventures is, but the pack is still fine. It adds Baash (Iktotchi), Graballa the Hutt,
Kordi Freemaker, Naare, Raam (Iktotchi), Roger (Battle Droid), Rowan Freemaker, Zander Freemaker, Star Scavenger (Full-
size Vehicle), Star Scavenger (Microfighter Vehicle). Almost nobody knows who the characters are but it's only $2 if you're
buying it seperatly, or free if you get the season pass because there's about $20 of content included in the pass. As I said,
characters are unrecognizable, but they're okay, it's nothing really 'special' though.. How can I start this map? I downloaded and
installed it, but it won't appear in my "new game" menu.

. Went through the Herculian task of having to lower the sound settings. After 30 minutes of figuring it out I was ready to play
the game. I booted up the story mode (I am a somewhat seasoned fighting game player) in hopes to see how the game plays. I
chose my character, I went with the Lamia as I am a man of true culture, and proceeded. When entering the fight I was then
subject to a one-combo kill to the AI. And yes that is in fact the default setting and the permamnent setting for the AI (as far as
I know)....10\/10 worth every refunded penny.. Very fun point and click casual game. Addicting!. A fun look at the world of the
Stormlight Archive. There was one part that was a little nauseating, but in general it was a good experience, and much more
interactive and game-like than many similarly pitched 'experiences'. Pretty much the same as the base game except with reduced
gravity and increased movement speed.

There is also no level lock on any of the weapons and you spawn in with like $12,500.

there are some new maps and thats about it.

its okay I guess..
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Not so good experience, I hoped for a little deeper content when I played it a long while ago. But last Update was over a year
ago.. To be honest I thought this game was interesting, save for the plot being.. not there? Horror games haven't made me jump
and this game definitely did. I wouldn't say this game is bad, but it's not good either. I feel like as the people that made this learn
and develop, they can make better games! I'd have to recommend this game.. Ok. This game scratches an itch that is needed in
VR right now: swinging a club at a ball. That alone makes it worth purchasing.

With that said, there are a number of things that need to be fixed and changed in order for it to stay relevant in the future.

#1: for the love of God, add an option to disable the music. should be extremely simple to add.

#2: definitely harder than the first: add an option for fastball pitcher instead of eephus pitcher.

#3: hardest of all: fix the jumps that pitched balls have. sometimes it's like watching a flipbook because the ball just stops in
mid air and jumps ahead. I have pretty much the best system that money can buy right now, so it ain't my computer.

#4: home run derby. duh.

Please, please, PLEASE add a music toggle before I go insane.

Oh, and get a sweat band or something for this game. You will sweat a ton, and if any sweat gets into your vive, it will fry. This
game made me so sweaty the first time I played it, that I had to RMA my first Vive. True story. Sweat damage is dumb but it
happens; be careful and take breaks.. The original Doom... Amazing and Innovative and Fun game!

BUT..

calling it "The ULTIMATE Doom" really is dumb since it sounds like a special editon rather than just a regular port which it is.

why they did it but calling it ULTIMATE just for bug fixes and + one episode... not so ultimate. just look at blood, it was
released in full version just as "blood" then they updated it with amazing source port with bonus graphical improvements and
put it on the store as "blood: fresh supply" and that is great. but my problem is that almost all of dooms contemporaries have
released a updated version of their game to the store. doom has not, and doom is the most important one! it just disappoints me
because it can be easily done! duke nukem 3d got rereleased as duke nukem 3d: world tour and it came with a brand new
episode, multiplayer support, steam workshop community maps support, controller support, trading cards, achievements, etc! it
just makes perfect sense for doom to do the same!

it should be changed to "Doom I: Anniversary" with it changed and updated.

SPEAKING OF WHICH!

DEVS!! WHATS YOUR EXCUSE FOR NOT MAKING A SOURCE PORT OF THIS GAME???!! MAKE ONE!!

cmon id software!!

I literally cant play this game right without mods like GZdoom!

when your game cant be played properly without modifying it, you have did a disservice to your audience!

The Ultimate Doom on its own: 4\/10.
The Ultimate Doom with GZDoom Mod: 9\/10!. It's usefull, especially for those who have experience with more professional
art software, this can keep you focused on the small pixely nature of a sprite versus the more artistic flowing freedom of a bust
graphic, or face graphic. Kind of kerjiggering an MV base into it to work on some MV stuff, but this is definately a helping
hand with keeping things together.

WARNING: The biggest resource this has, is its own tools and layout systems. Do not buy if your expecting to use this primarily
as a generator usng the included parts, you will be dissapointed, But please do take some time to look at them for inspiration,
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they can help with your designs, especially if your new to spriting.. I liked this game alot,
I had a few issues with it,
But the game is easily worth the five dollars.

Check out my playthough right here,

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/playlist?list=PL3E0XyceC6eLEodtdhhs1eVNoGmQPu3wv
. The twisted, weird uncle of Mario Party, YamaYama is the wacky party game on Steam that you have been looking for. All the
great minigames with a surreal visual design you haven't seen before.

On visual design alone YamaYama is worth your time. Each game puts an interesting twist on a familiar minigame, and controls
are simple. YamaYama even has a kid friendly mode that removes environmental dangers on the playfields.

For a night of co-op couch gaming, YamaYama goes great with Thief Town, 8Bit Fiesta, Ultimate Chicken Horse, and the
Jackbox Party Games. Other than using the left stick, there are only two buttons, so it's easy for anyone to grasp the gameplay
mechanics.

Now has online multiplayer!. very fun songs to play, highly recommended. great game, the horror parts of it work really well
too, surprisingly. it's very difficult too... hope my money makes this game better even if its just alittle, pls add champaign mode
:DDDDD
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